


WELCOME TO DOMAINE MATRAY & FILLES...
From the vineyards to the chai; know-how and tradition combined with progress and innovation!



BRUNO MATRAY
Representing the 4th generation of this vinegrowing and
winemaking family to steward the estate, alongside his brother,
Patrick, Bruno took over the family estate in FLEURIE in 1991.
Following on from Georges, their father, Marius, their
grandfather and Louis, their great grandfather.

In 2005 we started restructuring our vineyard to ensure both
the high quality of our grapes and respect for the environment.
Vineyards were planted in other appellations, extending our
range of wines.

In 2018, with the estate now covering 16 hectares (39.5 acres),
we decided to start official conversion to Organic Vinegrowing
(AB).
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MAUD MATRAY
After spending five years on construction sites as a works
engineer, Maud got caught back up in the beauty of the
Beaujolais region and the wealth its wines have to offer. She
retrained and joined her father, Bruno, on the estate in 2020.

The aim was twofold: to qualify for the AB organic label and
develop our sales in bottles.
This is why we brought the MATRAY & FILLES brand into being!
The wines bear the stamp of family know-how that respects
nature and combines finesse and elegance.

So why the ‘S’ on filles in the MATRAY & FILLES estate name?
Because our family is a big one… and the rest of the story is best
told glass in hand!
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BOURGOGNE BLANC                                           
Les Pierres Dorées

Planted on very steep limestone slopes, our Pierres
Dorées (golden stone) vines give us a deal of work.
All that fades to nothing when we taste the result:
an intense nose, a really fresh mouthfeel with a
few citrusy notes.

Grape variety: 100% CHARDONNAY



FLEURIE                               
Grille Midi 

Our Grille-Midi cuvée boasts a lovey ruby robe, an
intense nose and beautifully balanced aromas and
flavours, where the red berry fruit typical of the
appellation are at the fore. A generous, lip-
smacking wine that makes an elegant showcase
for FLEURIE’s pink granite terroir.

Grape variety: 100% GAMAY 
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MORGON                        
Les Charmes 

Our Les Charmes cuvée brings you a deep crimson
robe and aromas of perfectly ripened fruit. The
mouthfeel is full and dense. The structure is
highlighted by notes of sweet spice. This cuvée is
well-suited to a few years’ cellaring to allow all
the subtleties of the terroir it came from to come
through.

Grape variety: 100% GAMAY
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matrayetfilles@outlook.fr

+33 (0)6 36 98 67 43


